Cable tv wiring diagrams
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Last Updated: February 6, Part 1 of Purchase the correct cable. RG6 is the standard for cable
installation, can can be used both above- and below-ground. Connect the coaxial cable to the
drop. Connect a coaxial cable to the distribution point located either on the "pedestal", which
emerges from the ground, or on an overhead utility cable at some point near the place where
cable is to be installed. Note: It is illegal to connect cables to the distribution point without
getting permission from the cable company. Run the coaxial cable to the entry point of the
house. Run the cable to the point the cable is to enter the subscriber's home or other. There are
two different ways you can run this cable to the home: You can bury "flooded" coaxial cable
from the buried distribution point or pedestal to the point at the subscriber's home or other
structure where the cable will enter. When burying cable, you may want to run it through PVC
piping to help prevent it from being accidentally cut by a shovel. You can run a special aerial
cable with molded suspension wire from the distribution point on the overhead utility cable to a
point on the eaves of the subscriber's home. Screw a hook into the eaves to which the far end
of the molded suspension wire on the aerial coaxial cable can be looped and fastened. Set up
the grounding box. Drive a grounding spike into the earth at or near the point where the coaxial
cable enters the home or other structure, or locate a cold water pipe in the area. Fasten a gauge
grounding wire to the grounding spike or cold water pipe at one end and to a coaxial cable
grounding block at the other. This will form a connection to the earth that will ground the
coaxial shield in the cable and also serve to divert lightning strikes. Terminate the coaxial cable
and hook it up to the grounding box. Use the coaxial cable stripping tool to remove the
insulation in layers from the coaxial cable and the external woven wire "shield" of the cable.
Place a connector on the end of the stripped cable and crimp or compress it. When terminating
the cable, ensure that there are no loose wires poking out of the connector. This will lead to bad
or no signal. Avoid using screw- or push-on connectors, as these can become loose very easily
and lead to a bad connection. See this guide for more details on terminating coaxial cables.
Make sure that it is securely fastened. Prepare the cable to run inside. Fasten a coaxial cable to
the other tap on the coaxial cable grounding block. This will be the cable that runs into the
house. Make sure that it is long enough to reach the destination with one cable. Part 2 of Drill a
hole into the home. Choose an entry point that will allow you to run the cable with the least
amount of stress. Entering into the garage, basement, or attic will allow you to run the cables
easier without having to go through as many walls. Ideally, you'd want to run your cable
through the attic, garage, or basement until you reach a point where you can go straight up or
down through the wall to reach your desired outlet location. Install a splitter to send the signal
to multiple destinations. If you need cable jacks in multiple rooms, you can use a splitter to
attach multiple cables inside the home. Every time you split the cable, the signal gets weaker,
so avoid splitting too many times. The splitter should be installed inside, preferably at the point
where the cable enters the structure. If you are splitting to more than two locations, you will
likely need to install an in-line amplifier. This will boost the signal, allowing you to split to more
locations without losing signal quality For cable TV, buy a splitter rated at MHz. Use fish tape to
run cables through walls. Fish tape allows you to easily pull wire through walls without having
to tear the whole thing open. You can find fish tape at most hardware and electric supply stores.
Do not allow the cable to become bent or crimped, as this will cause signal degradation. Don't
try to force the wire through the wall by pulling. Pulling can damage the cable, and most RG6
cable is only rated to 35 pounds of pressure. Fasten cables using cable staples. When stapling
cable, do not staple at even intervals. When a cable is stapled, the foam jacket inside is slightly
squished. This can cause some of the signal to reflect. If the staples are evenly spaced, this can
lead to a double-image. Use as few staples as possible when running your cable, and try to use
cable-specific staples if possible. Do not run cable underneath carpet that will be walked on.
Stepping on the cable will lead to the squishing of the foam jacket, hurting signal strength. Only

run cables where no one will step on them. Avoid running the coaxial cable too close to
electrical wires. If the coax is too close to electrical wiring, you can get a lot of interference.
Keep coaxial cables at least 6 inches away from any electrical wires. If you have to cross an
electrical wiring, do so at a 90 degree angle. Avoid running cables near heating ducts as well.
Too much heat can warp and damage the cables. When bending the cable, keep it gradual.
Avoid bending the cable at right angles when going around corners. Use a low-voltage box to
mount a wall jack. Avoid using a standard electrical box, as this will force you to bend the cable
at a 90 degree angle. A low-voltage box doesn't have a large metal box protruding from the
back, allowing you to gently curve the cable to the jack. Hand-tightening will lead to loose
connections, which can cause problems down the road. Connect the cable box or modem to the
newly installed jack. Follow the instructions for the piece of equipment to perform the initial
configuration. See the guides below for detailed instructions on setting up common cable
equipment. Install a modem Install a cable box You can use an RF signal meter to ensure that
enough signal is being transmitted through the cable. Cable TV and cable internet work on the
same cable, you just need to use a splitter to connect one cable to the set-top box and one on a
cable modem. Yes No. Not Helpful 2 Helpful Either way can be done, but usually over the
doorway avoids more problems with cable placement. The exception is where there's a recess
under the doorway in which the cable can be placed securely with staples or hail clips so that
no one trips over it. If you can do things this way, you avoid the temptation to make sharp
degree bends to make the cable fit unobtrusively around the door frame, which is always a bad
idea. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 6. Do I need to run separate cable throughout the house if I use two
different companies, one for internet and one for cable TV? Different companies have different
transmission rates and are not normally compatible. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 2. As long as your
connectors are put on properly and you use a correct barrel F , but why would you want to? Not
Helpful 2 Helpful 2. First, you need to purchase enough coaxial cable to run from the cable
outlet to your television. Consult with your cable television or satellite provider to make sure
you have a set-top box if you need one. Since almost all modern cable television service is
digital and combines television, telephone and Internet signal, you may need a set-top box just
to watch television. Then, connect the cable from your existing outlet either directly to your
television or to the set-top box your cable provider provides. If you use a set-top box, run the
shorter cable provided with the set-top box from the "out" connector on the set-top box usually
on the back of the box to your television. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 0. However, if your cable
provider requires you to use a set-top box, you'll need electricity to power that box before you
can watch television, even with a battery-powered portable TV. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 0. Ever
since the late 's, both broadcast and cable television in the US and many other countries have
been digital transmitted by means of a digital signal, not an analog one , so even basic cable
usually requires you to lead your cable to a "set-top box," which allows the cable company to
offer you Internet and telephone service along with basic cable television. Even in the now-rare
case that you don't need to run a cable from the wall to a set-top box your cable provider
supplies, it's a good idea to purchase a surge suppressor power strip with cable connectors on
it. This provides another grounding point for the metal grounding layer in coaxial cable for
lightning protection. Can I run a home run to a splitter at my shop and run two Tv's with one set
top box? Yes, if you have a coax output on the set-top. Just split the output of the set top. Down
side is you will have to watch the same channel. Unanswered Questions. We have an Xfinity
bundle that includes internet, TV, phone and home security. Can you talk me through switching
our lower level TV with our upper level TV? Each has separate power and cable. Can a cable
company point of connection be at ceiling height? Does it need to be close to ground level?
Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. Submit a Tip All
tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being published. Connecting coaxial cable to
your video equipment through a surge suppressor equipped to protect video equipment from
voltage and current surges is an excellent idea to protect you, your video equipment and your
home. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Older televisions and other video gear may have defects or
component wear that allow dangerous voltages and currents to exist on either the outer or inner
conductor of the coaxial cable. Be careful in handling any coaxial cable connected to an older
television, video recorder, cable tuner or other video equipment when the cable is not
connected to or through a grounding block or surge suppressor. Unauthorized installation of
cable television from the cable television company's facilities is theft of services and
punishable by law. This article is provided for educational purposes only and not intended to
promote illegal activities, but to acquaint readers with how these tasks are done. Related
wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: Updated: February 6, Categories: Featured Articles Cable
Television. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read , times. Is this article up
to date? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie

policy. About This Article. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive
emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been helping
billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade.
Let's do this! This gallery contains network diagrams for wireless, wired, and hybrid home
networks. All devices that connect to a wireless router must possess a working network
adapter. Connecting the router to a broadband modem that has one or more built-in adapters
enables the wireless sharing of a high-speed internet connection. Wireless routers technically
allow dozens of computers to connect over Wi-Fi links. Nearly any residential wireless router
has no trouble supporting the number of wireless devices found in typical homes. However, if
all Wi-Fi computers attempt to use the network at the same time, slowdowns in performance
should be expected. Many but not all wireless network routers also allow for up to four wired
devices to be connected using an Ethernet cable. When first installing this kind of home
network, one computer should be cabled to the wireless router temporarily to allow for the
initial configuration of the wireless features. Employing Ethernet connections after that is
optional. Using permanent Ethernet connections makes sense when the computer, printer, or
other device lacks Wi-Fi capability or cannot receive an adequate wireless radio signal from the
router. Networking the router for internet access, printers, game consoles, and other
entertainment devices is not required for the rest of the home network to function. The Wi-Fi
portion of the network functions only to the limit of the wireless router's range. The range of
Wi-Fi equipment varies depending on many factors, including the architecture of the home and
potential sources of radio interference. If the wireless router does not support enough Ethernet
connections for your needs, add a secondary device like a network switch to expand the wired
portion of the layout. This diagram illustrates the use of a wired network router as the central
device of a home network. Many but not all wired network routers allow up to four devices to be
connected using Ethernet cables. All devices connecting to an Ethernet router must possess a
working Ethernet network adapter. If the Ethernet router does not support enough Ethernet
connections, add a secondary device like a network switch to expand the layout. Most but not
all wired network routers allow up to four devices to be connected with an Ethernet cable. A
wireless access point consumes one of these available ports, but it then enables many dozens
of Wi-Fi devices to join the network. Nearly any home network wireless access point will have
no problem supporting the number of wireless devices there. However, if all Wi-Fi computers
attempt to use the network at the same time, performance slowdowns can result. All devices
connecting a wireless access point must possess a working Wi-Fi network adapter. Networking
of internet access, printers, game consoles, and other entertainment devices is not required for
either the router or access point to function. You can choose which devices to connect to the
router and which to the wireless access point. Additional network adapters may be needed to
convert some Ethernet devices, particularly printers and game consoles, to work wirelessly. The
Wi-Fi portion of the network functions only to the limit of the wireless access point's range. The
range of Wi-Fi equipment varies depending on many factors, including the layout of the home
and any radio interference that may be present. If the wireless router does not support enough
Ethernet connections, add a secondary device like a network switch to expand the wired portion
of the layout. This diagram illustrates a direct connection without a router or other central
device on the home network. A direct connection can be achieved with several types of cabling.
Ethernet cabling is the most common, but even simpler slower alternatives, including RS serial
cable and parallel cables, will work. Direct connection is common for game consoles to support
two-player network gaming for example, Xbox System Link. Connecting to the internet requires
that one computer possess two network adaptersâ€”one to support the internet connection and
one to support the second computer. Additionally, internet connection sharing software must
be installed to allow the second computer internet access. If internet connectivity is not
necessary, these things can be omitted from this layout. Direct connection works only for a
single pair of computers or devices. Additional devices cannot join such a network, although
other pairs can be connected separately, as shown above. Using ad-hoc Wi-Fi mode eliminates
the need for a network router or access point in a wireless home network. With ad-hoc wireless,
you can network computers as needed without remaining within reach of one central location.
Most people use ad-hoc Wi-Fi only in temporary situations to avoid potential security problems.
Networking an ad-hoc layout for internet access, printers, or game consoles and other
entertainment devices is not required for the rest of the home network to function. All devices
connecting through ad-hoc wireless must possess a working Wi-Fi network adapter. These
adapters must be configured for ad-hoc mode instead of the more typical infrastructure mode.
Because of this flexible design, ad-hoc Wi-Fi networks are also more difficult to keep secure
than those using central wireless routers and access points. Ad-hoc Wi-Fi networks support a
maximum of 11 Mbps bandwidth, while other Wi-Fi networks may support 54 Mbps or higher.

Ethernet hubs and switches allow several wired computers to network with each other. Most but
not all Ethernet hubs and switches support four or more connections. Networking of internet
access, printers, or game consoles and other entertainment devices is not required for the rest
of this home network layout to function. Additional hubs and switches can be incorporated into
this basic layout. Connecting hubs and switches to each other expands the total number of
computers the network can support up to several dozen. All computers connecting to a hub or
switch must possess a working Ethernet network adapter. As shown, unlike a network router,
Ethernet hubs and switches cannot interface directly to an internet connection. Instead, one
computer must be designated as controlling the internet connection, and all other computers
access the internet through it. Internet connection sharing software can be installed on each
computer for this purpose. This diagram illustrates the use of G. Residences have historically
used three kinds of home wiringâ€”phone lines HomePNA devices , power lines, and coaxial
cabling for televisions and TV set-top boxes. The ability to plug devices together across these
different cable types and create a whole-house wired home network is being developed by a
group called the HomeGrid Forum. HomePNA phoneline networks use the ordinary telephone
wiring of a residence to carry home network communications. As with Ethernet or Wi-Fi
networks, phoneline networks require each device to have a compatible phone line network
adapter installed. Other technology sponsored by the HomeGrid Forum falls under a standard
named G. These technologies can be useful when connecting wired devices between rooms, or
when a home and TV set-top box are located far apart from each other, and one or both of the
devices does not support Wi-Fi. When available, devices can use standard Ethernet or Wi-Fi
connections instead of G. Powerline networks use the ordinary electrical circuitry of a residence
to carry home network communications. Available powerline equipment includes network
routers, network bridges , and other adapters. To connect to a powerline network, one end of
the adapter plugs into a standard electric wall outlet, and the other connects to a device's
network port usually Ethernet or USB. All connected devices share the same communication
circuit. The HomePlug Powerline Alliance develops technology standards supported by
compatible powerline equipment. Not all devices on the home network must be connected to a
powerline router. Hybrid networks with Ethernet or Wi-Fi devices can be joined with the
powerline network. For example, a Wi-Fi powerline bridge can optionally be plugged into a wall
outlet, enabling wireless devices to connect to it and, in turn, to the rest of the powerline
network. HomePlug phoneline networking remains less popular than Wi-Fi or Ethernet
alternatives. Powerline networking products are generally more difficult to find with fewer
choices of m
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odels. Powerline networks generally do not work as reliably if devices plug into power strips or
extensions cords. Connect directly to the wall outlets for the best results. In homes with several
circuits, all devices must connect to the same circuit to communicate. The maximum bandwidth
of a HomePlug version 1. Poor quality electrical wiring, as found in older homes, can degrade
the performance of a powerline network. Basic home networks typically work with just one
broadband router, but adding a second router provides more options for expanding and
managing the network. Two router networks provide useful new capabilities in several
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